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Economics 3.4 Internally assessed 
5 credits

Demonstrate understanding of government interventions to 
correct market failures

This chapter covers aspects of Achievement Standard 91402 (Economics 3.4) ‘Demonstrate understanding of 
government interventions to correct market failures’.

Market failure
Market failure occurs where a market is not allocatively efficient or the market outcome is not equitable.

Market failure and the role of government
Five conditions must apply for a free market to be allocatively efficient:
•  consumer sovereignty – i.e. consumers are the best judge of what’s good for them, what they should buy, 

etc.
•  perfect information – i.e. firms and 

consumers are aware of prices/costs/
availability of products

• perfect mobility of resources
• perfect competition
•  no externalities or public goods – 

externalities are spillover effects 
on third parties from consuming or 
producing a product.

In a free market, the ‘price mechanism’ (demand and supply) determines:
• how something will be produced – according to costs of production
• what will be produced – according to demand
• whom something will be produced for – whoever can pay for it.

The force of supply and demand is known as the ‘invisible hand’ – a free market, through demand and supply, 
will automatically determine how, what, and for whom, something will be produced.
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Advantages of a free market
In a free market, what is produced is what is demanded, so there is no surplus or shortage and the market is 
allocatively efficient.

Encourages efficiency and innovation as firms seek to minimise costs and maximise profits leading to allocative 
efficiency. A free market, with price signals operating correctly, will have the economy operating allocatively 
efficiently.

Market failure occurs when the market is not operating at the allocatively efficient equilibrium, 
i.e. one of the features of a free market is not met.

If there is market failure, the government needs to intervene, as the market equilibrium is not socially desirable.

Roles of government

Roles of government

Regulatory – the establishment of a legal 
system so economic activity can occur, e.g. 
contract and consumer law, competition 
law (Commerce Commission).

Allocative – allocating resources and 
controlling use of resources, e.g. providing 
collective goods, discouraging demerit 
goods, plus setting quotas, controls.

Distributive – redistributing resources, 
income and wealth to provide a ‘fairer’ 
society, e.g. income tax, Waitangi 
Tribunal.

Stabilisation – trying to encourage 
economic growth, full employment, price 
stability, balance of payments, via fiscal and 
monetary policy.

Types of government intervention

Taxation
• Direct taxes – a tax on income paid directly to the government (e.g. income tax (PAYE) and company tax).
•  Indirect taxes – a tax on goods and services paid to the government via the supplier (e.g. GST, excise duty on 

cigarettes, alcohol and petrol).

Subsidies
Payments made by the government to producers. These encourage production and consumption of a good as 
firms lower prices (e.g. prescription medicines, childcare, doctors’ visits).

Public provision
When firms are unable to make a profit from producing a good, or government considers that supply will be 
inadequate for a socially desirable good, the government will step in to provide it (e.g. healthcare and education).

Regulations
Controls of aspects of economic activity. Government sets laws to protect the consumer, sets boundaries for 
commercial behaviour, provides environmental protection and tries to ensure fair treatment for workers.

Transfer payments
Transfer or welfare payments provided for those who cannot provide for themselves adequately because of 

unemployment, ill health, old age, disability or accidents.
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Questions: Market failure and government intervention 
1. Market failure
 a. State five conditions required for a free market to be allocatively efficient.

  (1)

  (2)

  (3)

  (4)

  (5)

 b. Define market failure:

 c. Explain what each of the following mean.

  i. Perfect information:

  ii. Perfect mobility of resources:

  iii. Consumer sovereignty:

d.  With reference to the five conditions of a free market, explain why each of the following situations could 
represent market failure.

  i. Vodafone, Telecom and 2degrees act as an oligopoly in the cellular network market.

  ii.  Fireworks cause higher incidences of fires and fire service call-outs.

Answers
p.  180
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 iii.  Falling levels of immunisation of babies in New Zealand.

 

 

 

 

 iv. Lack of provision of public parks in a city.

2. Government intervention
 a.  For each of the following interventions, state the appropriate role of government – i.e. Allocative, 

Distributive, Regulatory, Stabilisation.

Intervention Role

i. Progressive tax system

ii. Reserve Bank Act 1989

iii. Emissions Trading Scheme

iv. Consumer Guarantees Act 1993

v.  Land Transport (Unauthorised Street and 
Drag Racing) Amendment Act 2003

vi. Provision of public schools

vii. Excise duty on alcohol

viii. Public Finance Amendment Act 2004

ix. Working for Families tax credits
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 b. Explain why:
  i.  the provision of public libraries, museums and art galleries is an example of government’s allocative 

role

 

Birkenhead public library

 ii.  the provision of the unemployment benefit could be seen as fulfilling both redistributive and 
stabilisation roles

 iii.  the Companies Act is an example of a regulatory role.

Externalities
Externalities are side effects of consumption or production that affect a third party (i.e. someone or something 
other than the consumer or producer).

Example

An externality of your being in school is that your future employer will gain a more productive worker.

Externalities and allocative efficiency
A market is allocatively efficient when it is in equilibrium but only if that equilibrium reflects all costs and benefits.

When externalities exist, this allocative efficiency doesn’t occur and         

Pm

Qm Quantity

MB/MC
($)

MB

MC
 

there is a case for government intervention to make the market  
operate at the allocatively efficient level.

We analyse externalities in terms of marginal benefit (MB)   
and marginal cost (MC) curves.

Marginal benefit is equivalent to the demand curve.  
A normal market equilibrium will be where MB and MC intersect.
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Negative externalities of production
These are negative side effects or costs affecting a third party that come from production of a good, e.g. a firm 
pollutes a stream that people fish in.

Where there are negative externalities of production or spillover costs from production, marginal social costs (the 
firm’s MC plus society’s extra costs) are actually higher (MSC).

Pm, Qm are the private market equilibrium price and 
quantity.

Ps, Qs are the socially desirable/allocatively efficient 
equilibrium price and quantity – where the market should 
operate if all costs and benefits are taken into account, 
including spillovers.

As a result of the externality, the socially desirable equilibrium 
(Ps, Qs) would be at a higher price and lower quantity than 
the market equilibrium. This ‘social equilibrium’ is also the 
allocatively efficient output level because marginal social costs 
equal marginal social benefits.

Pm

Ps

QmQs Quantity

MB and
MC ($)

MB = MSB

MC

MSC

Deadweight loss

MSC is a hypothetical curve; Ps, Qs is a hypothetical equilibrium. The market will not choose to operate there 
unless there is some intervention in the market by government.

The shaded area represents deadweight loss. If the market continues to operate at Qm then MSC will be higher 
than MB, creating deadweight loss.

Hint: The ‘arrow’ of the deadweight loss area always points towards the socially desirable equilibrium.

How could we force a producer to operate at this socially desirable level?
A tax or fine placed on offending firms (i.e. those producing the externality) would increase their costs (moving 
MC to be equal to the MSC curve), forcing them to move to the social, allocatively efficient equilibrium. This is 
known as ‘internalising’ the cost, i.e. forcing the firms to take on the external cost that they create. It may also 
encourage firms to reduce the level of externalities they produce.

Positive externalities of production
It is possible that the production process may 
produce positive side effects for a third party, e.g. 
a person operating a beehive benefits nearby 
kiwifruit growers. A firm that provides training for 
employees benefits the employees’ families and 
the community, including future employers.

A positive externality is treated as a reduction 
in the costs of production, i.e. when the 
externalities are taken into account, marginal 
social costs are actually lower than the firm’s 
marginal costs.

Apprentices in training
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The resulting socially desirable equilibrium is at a 
lower price (Ps) and a higher quantity (Qs). To achieve 
this equilibrium, the government could place a subsidy 
on a product to reduce the price firms require and so 
internalise the social benefits. This would move the 
MC curve out to the MSC curve.

Pm

Ps

Qm Qs Quantity

MB/MC
($)

MB

MSC

MC

Positive externalities of production

Deadweight loss

Externalities of consumption
Consumption externalities are side effects on third parties when people actually use the product (as opposed to 
when it is produced).

Positive externalities of consumption
These are spillover benefits for a third party of consuming a product. These increase the benefit beyond that 
gained by the individual so social benefits are greater than private (MSB).

The additional spillover benefit from consuming this product 
means society would prefer quantity Qs to be consumed.

But ... consumers only worry about their own utility (i.e. the 
MB curve), so the price has to drop to Ps to get them 
consuming the desired quantity.

This externality could be internalised by:
• subsidising the product
• public provision
• endorsements/advertising to increase demand
• compulsory use of goods.

Pm

Ps

Qm Qs Quantity

MB/MC
($)

MB
MSB

MC = MSC

Positive externalities of consumption

Deadweight loss

Negative externalities of consumption
Negative externalities of consumption occur when, as a result of someone consuming a good, a third party cost 
results (e.g. cigarettes – increasing consumption leads to rising healthcare costs as well as increasing passive 
smoking for non-smokers).

From society’s point of view, these products are under-priced 
and over-produced. In this case, in order for consumers to 
be forced to reduce consumption to the socially desirable 
quantity Qs, the price must rise to Ps (taken from the MB 
curve).

To achieve the social equilibrium, society can either tax the 
product or place legal limits on it (e.g. age restrictions).

MB

MSB

MC

Pm

Ps

QmQs Quantity

MB/MC
($)

Negative externalities of consumption

Deadweight loss
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Internalising negative externalities of production through the market
Pollution rights
The government could set pollution standards and sell pollution ‘licences’ allowing licence holders to pollute 
up to that level. These licences would be marketable (tradable), so that firms that cut their pollution can 
gain revenue by selling them. Firms that exceed their licences would have to buy additional licences, thereby 
internalising the cost of the extra pollution. (Government could buy back these licences over time to reduce the 
total level of pollution, but firms would need to be monitored at a cost.)

Carbon credits work in a similar way, with producers being required to purchase sufficient carbon credits to 
cover the level of carbon emissions generated. At the time of writing, both major political parties supported the 
introduction of carbon credits as a means of achieving New Zealand’s commitments under the Kyoto Protocol. 
These are also a form of property right.

Property rights
These are the rights we have when we own something – we can use it, earn income from it and/or sell it.

If property rights (i.e. ownership) can be given to a defined group for things like rivers, fish, air (i.e. resources 
that are commonly believed to be owned by ‘everyone’), then these groups are likely to seek to reduce any 
externalities that may impact the value of their asset (e.g. owners might sue anyone damaging their property, or 
make others pay in advance for use of their property; owners may minimise their own damage to the property 
knowing they can sell it at a higher price later).

Property rights give power.

Coase theorem – this states that ‘if property rights are well defined and transaction costs are low, the market 
can internalise an externality’.

Questions: Externalities
1. Externalities
 a. Complete the following sentences:

  i.  An externality is a  benefit or cost to a  party as a result of

   either production or  .

  ii.  Marginal social benefit is made up of consumers’  marginal benefit plus any

   spillover  benefit from consumption.

  iii.  Marginal social cost is made up of  private marginal costs plus (or minus) any

    social costs from production.

  iv.  A market that has externalities cannot be  efficient at the market 

   because it has not factored in all (i.e. private and social)  and benefits. The 

   allocatively efficient equilibrium will be where  social cost equals   
  social benefit.

 b.  Explain why each of the following are externalities by identifying the third party affected and the 
spillover cost or benefit. State the type of externality. An example follows.

  ‘Healthcare costs for smokers with lung cancer.’
   The spillover cost is the money that is paid by taxpayers to care for these lung cancer patients. These 

taxpayers are the third party. This is a negative externality of consumption.

Answers
p.  180
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  i.  A parent who, upon completing literacy training provided by his or her employer, tutors his or her 
children.

  ii. Council workers required to pick up litter around fast-food outlets.

 iii. Falling fish stocks in a polluted river.

 iv. Global warming.
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 c. For each of the following graphs:
 •  add the appropriate marginal social cost or marginal social benefit curves and label the socially 

desirable equilibrium price Ps and quantity Qs
 •  shade in the area representing the deadweight loss
 •  circle the appropriate words over or under in the associated Explanation.

  i. 

Pm

Qm Quantity

Explanation: 
This market will be over- / under-priced
and under- / over-produced at the
private market equilibrium.

Price
MB/MC

($)

MB

MC

Negative externality of production

  ii. 

Pm

Qm Quantity

Hint: Be very careful where you place
your socially desirable price.

Price
MB/MC

($)

MB

MC

Negative externality of consumption

Explanation: 
This market will be over- / under-priced
and under- / over-produced at the
private market equilibrium.

  iii. 

Pm

Qm Quantity

Price
MB/MC

($)

MB

MC

Positive externality of production

Explanation: 
This market will be over- / under-priced
and under- / over-produced at the
private market equilibrium.
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AnswErs

Chapter 1: Achievement Standard 91399 
(Economics 3.1), Achievement Standard 91400 
(Economics 3.2) and Achievement Standard 
91401 (Economics 3.3)

Achievement Standard 91399 (Economics 3.1) 
Demonstrate understanding of the efficiency of 
market equilibrium

Achievement Standard 91400 (Economics 3.2) 
Demonstrate understanding of the efficiency of 
different market structures using marginal analysis

Achievement Standard 91401 (Economics 3.3) 
Demonstrate understanding of micro-economic 
concepts
Questions: Demand and marginal utility (page 5)
1. a.  The amount of a good or a service a consumer is willing and able to 

buy at a range of prices.

b. The extra satisfaction gained from consuming one additional unit.

c. The total satisfaction gained from all units of a good or service 
consumed.

2. a. Joan’s utility in consuming H2Go per week

Quantity
Marginal utility 

(cents)
Total utility 

(cents)
1 250  250
2 230  480
3 180  660
4 150  810
5 140  950
6 100 1050
7   40 1090

b. Joan’s demand for H2Go per week
Price ($) Quantity (bottles)

2.50 1
2.00 2
1.50 4
1.00 6
0.50 6

c. 

0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

0

Price ($)

Joan’s demand for H2Go per week

Quantity (bottles)
1 2 3 4 5 6

D

7

d. Marginal utility falls with each additional unit of a good consumed.

e.  Joan’s additional satisfaction gained from consuming each extra 
bottle of H2Go falls. As a result, she will not be prepared to pay as 
much for the next bottle but would require a lower price to entice 
her to buy it. Consumers will only buy a good if the price is equal to or 
below their marginal utility. At lower prices (e.g. $1), more bottles are 
worth buying, resulting in the downward-sloping demand curve.

3. a. Quantity Marginal utility ($) Total utility ($)
1 30.00 30.00
2 26.00 56.00
3 22.00 78.00
4 23.00 101.00
5 20.00 121.00
6 18.00 139.00

b. Marginal utility increases when the consumer consumes the 4th unit.

4. a.  The law of diminishing marginal utility states that ‘as more of a 
good or service is consumed, the extra satisfaction gained from each 
extra unit falls’. The optimum purchase rule states that ‘consumers 
will only buy a good up to the point where price equals marginal 
utility’. Since marginal utility falls with additional games consumed, 
customers will only be prepared to buy additional games if the price 
is lower to match the lower MU and won’t be prepared to pay the 
same amount for a second game.

b. Ursula’s utility schedule for 10-pin bowling
Quantity (games) Marginal Utility ($) Total Utility ($)

1 × 20
2 16 36
3 12 38
4  5 43

c. Ursula’s demand for games of 10-pin bowling
Price ($) Quantity

15 2
12 3
9 3
6 3

5. a. 
30

$25
 (Good F) must equal 

MU
$5

 (Good J), so 

  1.2 = 
MU
$5

  MU = 1.2 × 5 = 6

b. i. Good Q – $5 each Good P – $10 each
Quantity Marginal 

utility
MU/$ Quantity Marginal 

utility
MU/$

1 20 4 1 30 3
2 10 2 2 20 2
3 7 1.4 3 15 1.5
4 4 0.8 4 10 1

   Good Q = 2 and Good P = 2
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accounting costs 18
aggregate demand 125–126
aggregate supply 123, 125–126
allocative efficiency 37, 68, 73, 84, 89, 93
artificial barriers 74
average costs 20, 66
average revenue 66

Balance of Payments 150
benefits (targeted/means-tested) 112
benefits (universal) 112
break-even 67
business cycle 123

capital resources 83
changes in market equilibrium 36
changes in quantity supplied 22
choice 85
circular flow model 119–120
Coase theorem 96
collective goods 107
collusion 63
Commerce Commission 63
consumer equilibrium 3
consumer expenditure 125
consumer price index 122
consumer surplus 37
cost curves 18, 20
costs of production 18
cross-elasticity of demand 14
Current Account 150

deadweight loss 38, 39
demand curve 1
demand schedule 2
demerit goods 107
division of labour 21
duopoly 62

economic costs 18
economic resources 83
efficiency 110
elasticity 10–11
elasticity of demand 10–11, 57, 58
equilibrium level of output 65
equity 110
exchange rate (floating/fixed) 152
exports 125, 15
externalities 93, 94, 95

factor incomes 119
factor rewards 119
financial economies 21
fiscal policy 137, 138
fixed costs 18
flat tax rate (proportional tax system) 112
foreign exchange market 152–154
free market 90
free-rider behaviour 106

GDP (gross domestic product) 122
Gini coefficient 111
goods non-excludable by price 105
government budget 137
government income 137
government policies and monopolies 74
government spending 125
gross domestic product (GDP) 122

horizontal equity 112
human resources 83

imperfect competition 62
imports 53, 125, 154
incidence (benefit) of a subsidy 58
incidence (burden) of indirect tax 57
income elasticity of demand 14
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